Online Writing Help Hours

Need help with a writing project? We can help with projects in any stage: topic development, research tips, editing, or refining a draft. To join a Writing Help session, just click on the name of the person staffing the hour you want to join, and it will take you to their Zoom hour:

**Mondays:**
12:00-1:00, [Ebelyn](mailto:Ebelyn)
5:00-6:00, [Nallely](mailto:Nallely)

**Tuesdays:**
12:00-1:00, [Trinity](mailto:Trinity)
5:00-6:00, [Nallely](mailto:Nallely)

**Wednesdays:**
5:00-6:00, [Trinity](mailto:Trinity)

**Fridays:**
12:00-1:00, [Ebelyn](mailto:Ebelyn)
5:00-6:00, [Katie](mailto:Katie)